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The beginning 
Having completed my doctoral research project under Prof. Hans Wijnberg 

at the University of Groningen, I accepted a position as a member of Prof.

Adriaan Bantjes’ research group at the Technische Hogeschool Twente, today’s

University of Twente. That was on 1st January 1970.

The group was still developing its programme and was working closely

alongside that led by Prof. Schuijer. My colleagues at the time were Leen van

der Does, Aat Bunk, Hessel van der Ploeg, Reinoud Gaymans and Hans van

den Berg. Later we were joined by Ton Beugeling and, for a short period,

Klaas de Groot.

In 1981 Prof. Pim van Aken, then with the CLB, joined the university staff as

a part-time professor of internal medicine. His contribution as an internist

and a haematologist was of inestimable value to us.

In those early years, the group was extremely interested in the potential

biomedical applications of polymers. I faced two personal challenges: to

learn as much as possible about polymer chemistry, and to broaden my

knowledge about biomaterials in general. I therefore decided to go to the

USA, taking my family with me, and to join the research group run by Prof.

Lyman. There, I worked on anionic polymerization and, alongside Prof. Kolff’s

group, on the development of artificial heart components. This period proved

to be of major significance to my subsequent career.

In Salt Lake City, I met Prof. Sung Wan Kim, who was also a member of the

Lyman group. We soon discovered that we shared many interests. In 1976,

I was appointed as visiting professor at the University of Utah. My family

and I enjoyed our time in the USA so much that we seriously considered

settling there permanently. However, fate intervened in the form of Prof.

Schuijer, who offered me a position as a senior lecturer in Biomedical

Materials Technology here in Twente. I gratefully accepted his offer and took

up the appointment on 1 October 1978. I gave my inaugural address on 

22 November 1979, exactly 29 years ago tomorrow.

Since then, I have been privileged to have had the opportunity to build my

own group within the Faculty of Chemical Technology, and to pursue further

cooperation with my friend and colleague Prof. Kim. My regular visits to the

United States have also brought me into contact with many other leading

research groups, whereupon it became possible to build a truly excellent

network.
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In the initial stages, our research focused on two specific topics: the

interaction between non-biological materials and blood (which often causes

clotting and blood cell damage), and controlled drug delivery systems.

The type of drug delivery we had in mind relies on materials that will

degrade in the body, and so we also started to study poly(α-amino acids),

polyesters and polyesteramides.

The first PhD students research project I co-supervised was conducted by

Wim Sederel, who was a member of Prof. Aat Bantjes’ group. We managed to

arrange for him to spend a year researching poly(α-amino acids) in

Cleveland under Prof. Jim Anderson, and this served to strengthen our

contacts with this group yet further. The first PhD for whom I was directly

responsible were Frits Kohn, whose research dealt with new biodegradable

polymers, and Jan Olijslager, who was concerned with blood-material

interactions.

The foundations were laid! 

The ‘Triangle’ 
In the early 1980s, Prof. Kim and I began to develop joint research

programmes, and we were later joined by Prof. Okano and Prof. Kataoka,

both of whom were then with the Tokyo Women’s Medical College under the

direction of Prof. Sakurai. We decided to set up an exchange scheme for PhD

researchers who would then be able to spend three or four months at one of

the other groups’ laboratories, making use of their special facilities.

Before embarking on one of these transfers, each researcher had to submit a

working plan for our approval.

At this time, the concept of ‘internationalization’ had yet to take off, and

very little funding was available. Good advice was expensive, so we decided

to adopt a non-profit foundation structure and offer our services to the

private sector. The revenue derived from our consultancy activities was

ploughed back into the foundation, which then covered any additional costs

incurred by researchers on secondment, such as travel and accommodation.

The majority of our PhD researchers were able to produce one or more

extremely good publications following their sojourn overseas.

Over the years, more than fifty PhD students took part in this exchange

programme. As a result, we could develop an extremely efficient
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international network, which included the University of Utah, the University

of Tokyo, the Tokyo Women’s Medical College and of course, the University of

Twente. Only recently, this network has been expanded to include Hanyang

University in Seoul. Of the original network personnel, no fewer than ten

now hold a professorship. All the PhD students who took part greatly

appreciated the opportunities offered by our exchange programme, which

promoted multidisciplinary research, taught them how to work within a

different research team, and gave them a thorough introduction to the

culture of the host country.

I have very pleasant memories of these times, although there were also one

or two ‘unfortunate’ incidents. For example, one of our young researchers

was actually arrested in America, having decided – in a somewhat ‘relaxed’

frame of mind – to start his own collection of traffic signs. In court, he

considered it appropriate to haggle with the judge over the amount of the

fine. To the astonishment of his American friends, he succeeded in having it

reduced in line with his extremely modest income. Such typical Dutch

entrepreneurship was unheard of in Salt Lake City! 

Another of our exchange researchers was due to fly to Salt Lake City from

Japan. Given his background knowledge, Prof. Kim and I decided that it

would be better to bring him to Twente. Following a last-minute change to

his flight schedule, he arrived safe and sound in Amsterdam and managed

to find his way to Twente. Here, we lent him a car: a Russian Lada which had

indeed seen better days but was still in reasonably good condition. All was

well until one day he phoned my wife Hilda in state of some panic to

announce that he was stranded with a flat tyre. After considerable

discussion – his English was not particularly good – Hilda managed to

explain that the Lada was equipped with a sort of bicycle pump which he

could use to reinflate the tyre. He managed to get as far as the local garage.

I could tell many more stories, but I shall refrain from doing so since the

memories still cause me some stress and I have decided that this – my last

lecture – should be a totally stress-free occasion for all concerned.

Needless to say, we also maintained contact with other universities outside

our own ‘triangle’. In particular, we had close ties with Prof. Allan Hoffman

of the University of Washington in Seattle who, I am delighted to say, is here

today. At the time, I was a visiting professor at this university. While in

China, we developed an idea for the modification of polymer surfaces using

gas plasma technology, whereupon we set to work on this programme while

Leon Terlingen remained in Seattle as an exchange PhD researcher.
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If I am to give any advice to colleagues, it is this: find others whose

knowledge and expertise complement your own and, together, build an

international network for PhD researchers. That network should have a

particularly multidisciplinary character. Send your young researchers out

into the world. It will not only help them to achieve greater independence,

but will produce some marvellous scientific results, not to mention some

equally marvellous lifelong friendships.

The research 

Introduction 

Research into biomaterials has developed very rapidly, with worldwide

interest in the field having increased greatly in recent years. The Eighth

World Biomaterials Congress was held in Amsterdam earlier this year and

was a great success, attracting some three thousand delegates. Compare 

this with the first congress held in Austria in 1980, which was attended by

only 150.

Traditionally, the field embraces research into, and the actual development

of, new polymers, ceramics, composites and metals for use in implants,

medical devices and artificial organs. There are a number of extremely

important conditions which apply to the use of these materials in the

human body. Those conditions call for fundamental research in materials

technology and the adjacent areas of biology and medicine They include the

prevention of undesirable tissue reactions such as chronic inflammation or

necrosis, the prevention of immunological reactions (rejection) or allergic

reactions, the avoidance of clotting, blood cell damage or the activation of

the complementary system if the material comes into contact with the

blood, the prevention of material-related infections, and the avoidance of

any release of toxic compounds. Last but by no means least, the properties

of the material must be appropriate to the function that it is to perform

within the implant, device or artificial organ. It must be ‘fit for purpose’.

Research into biomaterials has resulted in the development of many

effective implants, including the artificial hip, the artificial knee, orthopaedic

bone plates, artificial blood vessels, heart valves, the stents used in

cardiovascular surgery, and new forms of surgical sutures. Existing medical
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devices, such as catheters for blood and urine, have been vastly improved

and the new versions are already in general use. The artificial heart and

‘heart-assist devices’, the artificial kidney and the oxygenator have all been

successfully introduced, while other vital systems, such as the artificial liver,

are in development even as I speak.

Over the years, the field of biomaterials has expanded to include some

extremely interesting disciplines such as ‘nanomedicine’, to which our group

has made a significant contribution. Research has been conducted into

biodegradable polymer systems for controlled and effective drug delivery,

DNA and ‘si-RNA’ (short interference RNA), new contrast agents for medical

imaging, and advanced chips to help identify the markers of diseases such

as rheumatoid arthritis.

Another very interesting field is that of tissue engineering, the aim of which

is to be able to replace damaged or non-functioning tissues with new tissue,

which can actually be produced outside the patient’s body in bioreactors

using cell-carrier material and (stem) cells taken from the patient, before

being implanted in the right place.

Four years ago, we launched the Dutch Platform for Tissue Engineering

(DPTE), the intention being to establish a firm national position in this

specialist field of research. The DPTE’s own programme has a total budget of

fifty million euros. Various other initiatives are being developed and funded

in the Netherlands, including the TeRM ‘smart-mix’ programme founded and

led by Clemens van Blitterswijk, which has a budget of 25 million euros, and

the BMM biomaterials programme which has a budget of 90 million euros.

I would now like to give you a few examples of recent developments in the

research of the Polymer Chemistry and Biomaterials group (PBM). Hopefully,

my reasons for giving this lecture the title ‘Biomaterials: from degradation to

regeneration’ will then become clear.

Biodegradable materials

Biodegradable materials play an extremely important role in biomedical

technology. Since the late 1960s, various groups have conducted research in

this field. In order to be used in biomedical applications, materials must

have the appropriate mechanical properties, and they must cause absolutely

no adverse effect to the patient after implantation. One of the very first uses
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of biodegradable materials was as surgical sutures. Here, the advantage is

that the patient does not have to return to have his or her stitches removed:

they simply dissolve over time by the process we refer to as ‘degradation’.

Attention focused on materials which, having degraded, would not be

identified by the body as ‘alien’. One such material is poly(lactic acid) which

degrades to form lactic acid, a naturally occurring substance in the body.

Indeed sportsmen will be all too familiar with it, since it is lactic acid that

causes the ‘burn’ after a period of vigorous exercise.

Polymer chemists use small, relatively simple molecules known as

monomers as the ‘building blocks’ of longer molecules, the polymers

themselves. A synthetic material, or ‘plastic’, is made up of a huge number

of these ‘macromolecules’. The physical and mechanical properties of the

material are determined by the nature and length – the molecular weight –

of these macromolecules, and the manner in which these materials have

been processed.

If we use lactic acid as our monomer, it becomes possible to synthesize

poly(lactic acid) by means of a polymerization reaction. The process is

illustrated by the following diagram.
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Figure 1. Synthesis of poly(L-lactic acid).
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I am sure that several aspects will have caught your attention. Poly(L-lactic

acid) can be obtained by the direct polymerization of lactic acid using a

polycondensation reaction. The molecular weight (and hence the chain

length) of the resulting macromolecules is, however, rather low, whereupon

the mechanical properties of the material are not adequate to our needs. The

reason for the low molecular weight is that an extremely high conversion

rate is required, which in practice is very difficult to achieve by this method.

However, there is a very good alternative process in the form of ‘ring-

opening polymerization’. Here, water is separated off and a new monomer is

made, comprising two lactic acid molecules. This is known as lactide.

L,L-lactide, for example, can be polymerized into poly(L-lactide) using an

initiator and a metal containing catalyst (M-OR). Poly(L-lactide) is basically

the same polymer as poly(L-lactic acid) but created from L,L-lactide rather

than L-lactic acid.

In our research, we have focused on ring-opening polymerization itself. The

molecular mass of the chains is determined by the ratio of initiator

molecules to monomer molecules, and by the reaction conditions, whereby

temperature is an extremely important factor. An equilibrium is established

between the macromolecules and the monomers. The higher the

temperature, the further the balance tips in favour of the monomers. Using

the polycondensation method, we can achieve a molecular mass of

approximately 10-20 kilograms per mol. Using the ring-opening method, this

rises to 500 kilograms per mol or even higher.

A second interesting aspect is that lactic acid is an ‘optically active’

compound: it has a chiral centre. In this case, the chiral centre is a carbon

atom with four different substituents. Lactic acid can therefore occur in two

different forms, known as enantiomers, which have the same chemical

structure but a different chirality. In other words, there are two types of lactic

acid molecule, each of which is a reverse ‘mirror image’ of the other. One of

these enantiomers goes by the name L-lactic acid, while the other is D-lactic

acid (Figure 2). The L- form occurs naturally in the body, while the D-form

does not, as a rule.
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If we turn our attention to lactide, we see that various forms are also

possible. They are L,L-lactide, D,D-lactide and meso-lactide, with two

different chiral centres. The polymers that can be derived from these,
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Figure 2. L-lactic acid and D-lactic acid.

Figure 3. Lactides and the polymers they produce.
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assuming we do not disrupt the chirality during the polymerization process,

are poly(L-lactide), poly(D-lactide) and poly(meso-lactide). A mixture of L,L

lactide and D,D-lactide in equal parts can be polymerized into racemic

poly(D,L-lactide): see Figure 3.

Now, you may be asking why all this is important. The answer is that

macromolecules with a regular structure are often able to form crystals.

The presence of crystalline areas in a synthetic material contributes

enormously to its mechanical properties, such as (tensile) strength and

resilience. Poly(L-lactide) has a regular structure which does indeed

crystallize readily, whereupon this polymer is far more suitable as a suture

material than the amorphous poly(D,L-lactide), poly(D,L-lactic acid).

I must add a few words about the degradation of poly(L-lactic acid). This

polymer contains ‘ester connections’ which can be broken by means of

hydrolysis. The extremely long molecules are then converted into much

smaller molecules, which adversely affects the mechanical properties of the

material. Eventually, the molecules are so small that they dissolve in water.

The end product is lactic acid, which is processed naturally by the body by

such means as the citric acid cycle. I should mention at this point that

crystalline poly(L-lactic acid) takes rather longer to degrade than amorphous

poly(D,L-lactic acid): see Figure 4.

Poly(L-lactic acid) is therefore an example of a biodegradable material with

good mechanical properties, and one which is broken down in the body into

substances which are found there naturally.
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Figure 4. Degradation of poly(D,L-lactic acid) and poly(L-lactic acid).
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Figure 5 shows some of the medical applications of poly(lactic acid) and its

copolymers.

The ring-opening polymerization process enables us to produce many

different polymers, each with extremely different characteristics. Our group

was the first to produce polydepsipeptides using this method: polymers

which have an alternating α-hydroxy acid and α-amino acid structure.

We were also successful in synthesizing poly(trimethylene carbonate), PTMC,

which has an extremely high molecular weight. This polymer has the

properties of a degradable rubber. PTMC can be broken down by enzymes

such as the lipoproteases. Unlike poly(lactic acid), degradation only takes

place at the surface. A film made of the material will therefore become

gradually thinner and thinner, until eventually there is no material left at all.

The mechanical properties of these polymers change very little, if at all,

during the entire degradation process.

In addition to developing various cyclic monomers suitable for conversion

into interesting polymers using the ring-opening method, we have also

devoted considerable attention to the development of new catalyst systems

to accelerate or otherwise control the process. One standard catalyst system

which has been approved by the American Food and Drug Administration is

stannous octoate (Figure 6a, compound 1), the main use of which is in the

polymerization of lactide.

In terms of the controlled polymerization of cyclic monomers in solution,

three aspects are of importance: 

(1) Is it possible to achieve a so-called ‘living polymerization’? This means

that at the beginning of the polymerization process, it should be possible

to determine the number of polymer chains by altering the quantity of

the initiator used, and that the chains remain active throughout the

polymerization process. The quantity of the available monomer now
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Figure 5. Medical applications of poly(lactic acid) and its copolymers.
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controls the molecular weight of the chains. This also enables us to create

‘block copolymers’. Once the first block has been formed, the addition of 

a different monomer results in the formation of the second block.

This enables us to produce polymers which have both a hydrophilic and 

a hydrophobic block, for example.

(2) The polymerization process must be as rapid as possible and must be

complete.

(3) Catalyst residues must not be toxic.

One of the milestones in our research was the development of metal

alkoxides which actually form in situ. Using a catalyst based on yttrium

(Figure 6a, compound 3), it was possible to polymerize lactide within one

minute. Moreover, we found that this catalyst enabled us to produce

extremely well-defined block copolymers. A recent development is the use of

catalysts based on calcium. Unlike tin and many other metals, calcium does

occur naturally in the body and will therefore not cause any toxic reactions

(Figure 6a, compound 2).
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Figure 6a. Catalyst systems for ring-opening polymerization.
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Figure 6b shows a catalyst we developed, based on aluminium. It is a catalyst

with two chiral centres. You are probably already ahead of me: if we now

polymerize a 1:1 mixture of L,L-lactide and D,D-lactide, (rac-lactide), using

catalyst 4, in which the chiral centres have the same configuration – in this

case (R,R)-4 – does it then become possible to polymerize one of the

monomers more quickly than the other? If so, surely it is also possible to

process the mixture in such a way that L,L-lactide is polymerized first, and

then the D,D-lactide. With low conversions, the result would be almost pure

poly(L-lactide), while high conversions would create polymers with blocks of

L,L-lactide and D,D-lactide. These block structures were indeed observed and

are shown in Figure 6b.

It appears that one of the two monomers is ‘preferentially’ bound to the

catalysts on which the growing chain is found. We are now looking at

‘molecular modelling’ in the hope of being able to explain why one of the

monomers should enjoy such preferential treatment.

From micelle to hydrogel

A ‘hydrogel’ is a network of polymer chains which is able to absorb large

quantities of water. Such networks can be formed by linking long polymer
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Figure 6b. Preferential polymerization of L,L-lactide from a mixture of L,L-lactide 

and D,D-lactide using (R,R)-4 as catalyst.
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molecules, which is in turn achieved by physical interactions or by

establishing chemical bonds between the chains. The basic polymers to be

used in a hydrogel must have an extremely good interaction with water, i.e.

they must be water-soluble before the linkage takes place, or they must at

least contain segments which are water-soluble. A familiar example of a

hydrogel is gelatine. At higher temperatures, the polymer does indeed

dissolve in water. At room temperature and below, the physical interactions

between the chains lead to the formation of a gel.

We have devoted attention to the development of gels which are degradable

within the body, and which can therefore be used for the controlled delivery

of therapeutic proteins and the incorporation of body cells for tissue

engineering.

I would now like to present a few examples which illustrate the uses and

possibilities of hydrogels.

The first example concerns the development of temperature-sensitive

hydrogels, using physical interactions to form the required networks.

There is clearly a link to our previous discussion of biodegradable polymers.

As I have already mentioned, ring-opening polymerization enables us to

make block copolymers which include both blocks with are water-soluble,

the ‘hydrophilic’ blocks, and those which repel water, the ‘hydrophobic’

blocks. Because these blocks are joined to each other, the hydrophilic block is

not able to dissolve, while the hydrophobic block is not able to precipitate.

A compromise has to be reached. When a certain concentration of these

polymers in water is attained at a certain temperature, micelles are formed.

The polymers associate with each other to form extremely small particles,

with dimensions on the nanometre scale, whereby the hydrophobic blocks

are directed to the centre of the micelle, while pushing the hydrophilic

blocks towards the water. Micelles can only be formed if the length of the

blocks meets certain criteria. If we allow the concentration of micelles in the

water to increase, there will be an ever increasing number of interactions

between those micelles. A system such as this can be transformed into a gel

by increasing the temperature. The relevant processes are illustrated in

Figure 7.
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So far, I have cited the concentration of the micelles and the temperature as

the main parameters for the formation of the gel.

I think it may be useful to show a phase-diagram of a given polymer system.

The first research group to have created degradable polymers which form 

a gel at normal body temperature was that led by our colleague Prof. Kim.

In association with Prof. Kim, we were able to produce tri-block copolymers,

which show the phase-diagram presented in Figure 8.

At low temperatures, all concentrations investigated demonstrated a

micellar system, or ‘sol’. When the temperature is increased and a certain

concentration zone is reached, a gel is formed. As the temperature rises yet

further, we yet again see sol, this time with a precipitate. I’m sure it has not

escaped your attention that the temperature range in which the gel forms is

close to normal body temperature. We are therefore able to produce a

micellar solution of the polymer at room temperature, to which an active

substance such as a therapeutic protein or a drug can be added. This

solution, still in liquid form, is then injected into the tissue of the patient,

where it immediately forms a gel. The active agent is gradually released

from the gel, while the gel itself is gradually but completely degraded.

One disadvantage of the gels produced in this way is that their mechanical

properties are not ideal. The quality can be improved by strengthening the
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Figure 7. From micelle to hydrogel.
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interactions – the bonds – between the molecules. We therefore turned our

attention to the star-shaped molecules of poly(ethylene glycol) or PEG. These

molecules contain eight hydrophilic chains, to each of which we added a

hydrophobic chain by polymerization. This system shows different phase

behaviour to that of the tri-block copolymers. At certain concentrations, gels

begin to form even at room temperature. When the temperature is increased

the system forms a sol. The temperature of the polymer solution to be

administered to the patient must therefore be higher than 37°C, whereupon

the gel forms as it cools in the body. This is clearly not the most practical

solution, in either sense of the word. We therefore tried a different approach.

We already knew that the corresponding, mirror-image chains of poly(L-

lactic acid) and poly(D-lactic acid) can yield stereocomplexes. This results in
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Figure 8. Phase-diagram of tri-block copolymers based on poly(ethylene oxide) 

and alt-copoly(glycolic acid-lactic acid) in water.
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the formation of crystalline areas in which the physical interaction between

the chains is indeed more intense than elsewhere. The admixture of two

solutions, one being the star-copolymers containing hydrophobic L-lactic

acid blocks, (PEG-PLLA), and the other having D-lactic acid blocks (PEG-

PDLA), results in a strong interaction between the mirrored chains, and

hence a physical network whereby a gel is formed.

Prior to mixing the solutions, therapeutic protein molecules can also be

added. The mixing takes place immediately before administration to the

patient. The combined solutions are then injected and, within one minute,

will form a gel with far better physical properties than those relying on 

tri-block copolymers (Figure 9).

It soon became apparent that this system would, in principle, be suitable for

the administration of the human recombinant IL-2 protein, used in the

treatment of lymphosarcoma.

To enhance the quality of the gels yet further, particularly in terms of

controlled degradation, we then attached additional methacrylate (MA)

groups, which can be chemically bound to each other. The resulting system

can be irradiated after the gel formation phase (which relies on the
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Figure 9. Gel formation induced by stereocomplex formation of poly(ethylene glycol),

PEG, star-copolymers with either L-lactic acid or D-lactic acid blocks.
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formation of stereocomplexes), through the skin. Chemically cross-linked

gels are then formed which take a full sixteen weeks to degrade. Moreover,

the (tensile) strength and modulus of these gels are considerably higher than

those of the non-chemically bound systems (Figure 10).

Pure nature

Ladies and gentlemen,

Our bodies are made up of a huge number of chemical compounds. In fact,

we are all extremely complex chemicals factories. As you will appreciate, the

factory itself has to be built from strong, reliable materials. Bone is one of

those materials, and provides a sturdy ‘load-bearing structure’. Bone is made

up of many different components, including calcium phosphate compounds,

as well as structural proteins such as collagen.

The physical properties of cartilage are also largely attributable to the
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Figure 10. Physically and chemically cross-linked systems. Star-polymers with 

methacrylate (MA) end groups first form stereocomplexes, whereupon 

irradiation chemical networks are formed through polymerization of the 

MA groups.
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presence of collagen. Collagen is also a structural component of the skin,

the tendons and blood vessel walls.

Collagen molecules consist of a combination of three polypeptide chains,

which together form a triple helix. There are several different types of

collagen, whereby the combinations of different polypeptide chains within

the triple helix are optimized to perform the specific function in the body.

Figure 11 shows an impression of the hierarchical structure of collagen.

The collagen molecules are arranged in microfibrils, the microfibrils in

fibrils, the fibrils in fibres, and the fibres come together in bundles.

The existence of microfibrils is still subject to some debate. In natural

collagen, there are cross-links in the ‘telopeptide regions’. These are parts of

the polypeptide chains which are not organized within the triple helix.

In some cases, a genetic defect can disrupt the natural cross-linking process,

whereupon the skin becomes unusually elastic. We can see this

phenomenon in Figure 12.B
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Figure 11. The hierarchical structure of collagen.
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As we age, the cross-linking process gradually continues. This is one of the

reasons that skin becomes less elastic and we acquire such distinguished

wrinkles.

In studying the various aspects of collagen, my research group has enjoyed

long and fruitful collaboration with Medtronic.

Medtronic is a company which supplies modified heart valves taken from

pigs for use in humans. The process involves preparing the valves, which are

largely made up of collagen, using glutaraldehyde. This ensures that the

collagen tissue does not degrade after implantation and also reduces the risk

of rejection. Overall, these valves function extremely well in the human

body. Unlike artificial valves, they do not require the patient to take
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Figure 12. Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, type VI: elastic skin.
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anticoagulants. However, one disadvantage (seen in some but not all

patients) is the formation of calcium deposits on the valve. Together with

researchers from Medtronic, and with the help of Paulien van Wachem and

Marja van Luijn from the University of Groningen, we developed alternative

methods for cross-linking the collagen, going on to examine the implications

of these methods in terms of the physical properties of the valves and the

likelihood of calcification. This research has resulted in valves which, when

used in animals, have a much reduced rate of calcification. Medtronic is

currently investigating how such valves can be produced for clinical use in

humans.

During our research, we became increasingly interested in the structure of

collagen and the effect of cross-linking agents on its mechanical properties.

We were able to learn far more about the properties of collagen fibrils by

developing a series of innovative ‘micromechanical’ stress and load tests on

individual collagen fibrils. In layman’s terms, we stretched and bent them to

see what would happen.

For these tests, one end of a single collagen fibril was glued to a glass

surface, while the other end was attached to the tip of an Atomic Force
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Figure 13. Micromechanical stress-strain testing of collagen fibrils.
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Microscopy (AFM), instrument. By moving the tip away from the surface and

measuring the resultant forces, we were able to establish the tensile strength

and dimensional stability of the fibrils (Figure 13).

Relaxing fibres under tension showed that two relaxation mechanisms are at

work. There is a relatively rapid process, which can be attributed to the

relative movement of the microfibrils, and a somewhat slower process, due

to the relative movement of the collagen molecules within them (Figure 14).

Tissue engineering 

Tissue engineering is now a rapidly emerging field of research. In the

Netherlands, it has been given a significant boost by the Dutch Programme

for Tissue Engineering (DPTE), which is part of the BSIK programme which

provides grants for investments in the national knowledge infrastructure).

The overall aim is to be able to replace diseased or damaged tissues in

patients by using a combination of (stem) cells, matrices and bioreactors.

At present, the focus is on the replacement of skin, cartilage, bone and tissue

of the cardiovascular system such as blood vessels, heart valves and the

heart wall. Figure 15 offers an outline of the concept.
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Figure 14. Relative movement of parts of a collagen fibril under stress.
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In one approach, the required ‘precursor’ cells are harvested from the

patient himself or herself. They are then placed in a biodegradable porous

matrix and cultured in a bioreactor. Once new tissue has been cultured

outside the body, it is then introduced into the patient. Another approach

involves implanting the entire matrix, which once again has been supplied

with the patient cells. In this case, the patient’s body becomes the bioreactor.

For the cells to develop into actual tissue, certain growth factors must be

available. These can be incorporated into the matrix or into the culture

medium. If the matrix itself is to be directly implanted, the required growth

factors must be supplied from the implantation area itself. This is the

preferred option for a number of applications, given that the body itself will

provide exactly the right chemical environment.

A major consideration is that, during the process of tissue-forming in the

body, conditions which are likely to lead to the failure of the cell-matrix

implant must be excluded to the greatest extent possible. By this, I am

referring to any undue mechanical strain or loads, and in the case of

cardiovascular applications, an initial loss of functionality in heart valves or

the development of clots within the blood vessels.

Another problem is ensuring that the cells of the construct can absorb

oxygen and nutrients, and can dispose of metabolites. This is made possible
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Figure 15. Approaches in tissue engineering.
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by encouraging the formation of small blood vessels – capillaries – within

the tissue construct, the process known as angiogenesis.

Our group has been particularly interested in tissue engineering for small-

diameter blood vessels and cartilage, the latter in collaboration with the

Tissue Regeneration group led by Prof. van Blitterswijk and Dr Karperien.

I would like to offer you an example of each type of project.

Together with Dr Bob Geelkerken of Medisch Spectrum Twente Hospital and

Prof. Istvan Vermès, we tried to produce blood vessels using porous

constructs of collagen and elastin. They were cultured in a bioreactor with

smooth muscle cells, under conditions almost identical to those found in the

body itself (Figure 16).

After three weeks, we tested the mechanical properties of the constructs, the

ongoing growth of the muscle cells and looked at the possible formation of

new collagen. Despite the proliferation of smooth muscle cells, the

constructs did not yet have the required mechanical characteristics. We

therefore opted for an alternative matrix consisting of poly(trimethylene

carbonate) – PTMC – and collagen. This construct did indeed give us the

properties we were looking for. We then went on to make tubular, porous,

cross-linked PTMC materials with these optimal mechanical characteristics.

It is possible to seed either smooth muscle cells or their precursor

‘mesenchymal’ cells into these tubes. Further experiments involving the

implantation of these constructs in animals are now ongoing, whereby the

animal itself becomes the bioreactor. The hypothesis we are testing is that

the precursor cells will differentiate into smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts

in the wall, while also producing collagen and elastin. Provided we can

create exactly the right conditions, some of the precursor cells will

differentiate to become endothelial cells, being those which form the natural

internal lining of the blood vessel. Moreover, the presence of the endothelial

cells may then prompt the formation of capillaries within the wall of the

blood vessel.
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My second example involves the production of a cartilage construct outside

the body. Our approach relies on hydrogels. Natural cartilage cells live in an

environment with a relatively low oxygen tension, whereby diffusion of

oxygen is rather less important than in the case of the blood vessels.

Using our initial approach, we succeeded in making specially modified

dextran compounds which are water soluble. Cartilage cells were then

introduced to the resulting solutions in suspension, whereupon the entire

mix was treated with ‘horseradish peroxidase’ and a very small quantity of

hydrogen peroxide in order to cross-link the modified dextran molecules.

This results in a gel in which cartilage cells can thrive for several weeks

without de-differentiating into fibroblasts. Constructs like this will now be

evaluated in animals. One of the challenges will be to ensure that the

construct achieves a good connection with the surrounding healthy

cartilage, or to the point at which cartilage meets bone. This research has

recently been awarded further funding under the BMM programme, and is to

be overseen by Dr Karperien (Figure 17).
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Future 16. Formation of a tissue-engineered blood vessel in a bioreactor.
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As I am sure you will appreciate, the availability of matrices with precisely

the right porosity and pore structure, the appropriate mechanical properties

and the best possible degradation profile is a sine qua non of successful tissue

engineering. Recently, using ‘rapid prototyping’ techniques, we succeeded in

producing the first matrices based on – you guessed it – chemically cross-

linked poly(lactic acid) to have a predetermined pore structure (Figure 18).

These matrices are now being perfected and evaluated with a view to

engineering bone, and possibly cartilage as well.
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Figure 17. Experimental method for producing cartilage constructs.

Figure 18. Porous poly(lactic acid) structures produced using ‘rapid-prototyping’ 

techniques.
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Nanomedicine

As the final part of my review of research developments, I would like to

touch upon some aspects of ‘nanomedicine’.

A few years ago, we launched a programme looking at the transfection of

DNA into cell nuclei, in order to enable these cells to produce certain

proteins. This principle is known as ‘gene delivery’, as shown in Figure 19.

DNA carries a negative charge and is therefore not easily transported

through the cell wall, which also has a negative charge. It therefore becomes

necessary to make ‘polyplexes’, in which the DNA is complexed with a

positively charged polymer molecule. Depending on the molar ratios, both

the size (nanoscale) and the charge of the complex as a whole will change.

Polyplexes can be efficiently absorbed by the cell by the process of

endocytosis, whereupon they are enclosed within endosomes. These

endosomes can fuse with lysosomes, whereupon the DNA within the

polyplex can be broken down. We must therefore arrange a prompt ‘escape’

of the polyplex or the DNA from the endosome. This is achieved by adding

substances which break down the endosomal membrane, or by using

positively-charged polymers with strong buffer properties in the polyplex,

thus breaking down the wall of the endosome by a process of osmosis.

Following this ‘endosomal escape’, the polyplex or DNA has to be

transported to the cell nucleus where it can do its work. Recently, my group

joined Prof. Zhong and the groups led by Professors Hennink, Kim and

Engbersen in producing extremely efficient constructs for the transfection of
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Figure 19. The principle of ‘gene-delivery’.
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DNA. Our approach relies on positively-charged polymers which are broken

down within the cell by the reduction of the disulphide bonds in the

polymer using glutathion.

The behaviour of these constructs in various types of cells is now being

investigated in Twente, Utrecht and Utah. It seems that these polymers allow

the DNA to be released into cells more efficiently than the standard

poly(ethyleneimine) used to date.

Degradable polyplexes can also be used to introduce si-RNA (small

interfering RNA) into cells, where it can be used to impede the production of

specific proteins.

Prof. Kim’s group has studied the effectiveness of our polymers in

combination with si-RNA when used to halt the production of vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in human prostate cells. Tumour cells

produce VEGF to encourage the production of blood vessels, thus allowing

the tumour to grow. It was shown that our constructs can suppress the

production of VEGF far more actively than constructs based on

poly(ethyleneimine).

From CCBMT via BMTi to BMTTG

CCBMT

In 1975, the University of Twente took the lead in establishing the

Coordination Centre for Biomedical Technology, or CCBMT. Its first chairman

was Prof. van den Kroonenberg, who later went on to become rector. Other

members were Professors Bantjes (CT), Bosma (WB) and Offereins (EL),

together with members of the central staff, Messrs. Bekkering, Bergveld (EL),

Van Campen (WB), Feijen (CT), Gerritsma (TN), ’t Hart (CT), van Hoek

(secretary), Holsheimer (EL), Lopes da Silva, Van der Meer (member of the

CvB), Mook and Ploegmakers.

The purpose of the CCBMT was to coordinate all biomedical technology

activities at Twente, not only in research but also in education, and thus

present a clear profile to the outside world.

It was decided that the faculties should offer a joint package of (bio) medical

courses at the master’s level, with an emphasis on physiology, anatomy and

medical technology itself. Students were therefore able to opt for a ‘major’
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specialization in biomedical technology, regardless of the faculty at which

they were formally registered.

In addition to these (bio) medical courses, other specialisms were offered by

each research group and participating faculty. Of course, these also included

those with a particular medical or physiological content, but particular

attention was devoted to establishing links with the basic programmes of

the relevant faculty.

For example, students within my own CT research group, then known as

Biomedical Materials Technology, were trained as polymer specialists, and

their graduation projects usually involved researching polymer systems for

biomedical applications. On graduation, they could go on to work in either

the polymer industry or the biomedical industry. Throughout the

programme, students were encouraged to look beyond the boundaries of

their own particular discipline. We tried to ensure that chemists would also

have at least a working knowledge of mechanical engineering, electrical

engineering and physics, and were not afraid to explore aspects of other

disciplines in some depth. I think this was perhaps the birth of the

multidisciplinary approach which came to permeate the university.

The private sector responded enthusiastically to the quality and attitude of

our Biomedical Technology graduates. They were in high demand simply

because they were not afraid to explore other disciplines and showed

themselves more than willing to take part in multidisciplinary research.

The various professors involved faced a difficult challenge. Many had to

compete for funding against their colleagues in the same basic discipline.

At the same time, we had to develop the programme and activities in order

to establish Biomedical Technology as a discipline in its own right, which

meant that we had to learn more about various aspects of the medical

sciences. It was clearly necessary to appoint excellent visiting professors

who held leading positions in the fields of medicine or biology. They would

act as the co-initiators of some of our research projects, and would be able to

call upon the expertise of their colleagues at their respective external

organizations. The first such visiting professors were Prof. Lopes da Silva

(Neurophysiology), Prof. Mook (Physiology and Anatomy) and Prof. Bekkering

(Medical Technology). Lectures in Haematology and Histology were given by

Dr Smit Sibinga and Prof. Klopper.

In the early 1980s, I succeeded Prof. Boom as Scientific Director of the

CCBMT, alongside Jan van Alsté as the Business Director. We fought long and

hard for the part-time visiting professors to be given an official appointment
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within all participating faculties. We also ensured that each visiting

professor was ‘paired’ with a PhD student who also held an official

appointment within the CCBMT.

BMTi

In 1992, the CCBMT became the Biomedical Technology Research Institute

(BMTi) with an executive board under the chairmanship of Prof. Joost

Ruitenberg. For us, this move represented progress, but at the same time it

was a step backwards as all staff except the scientific and business directors

were officially transferred to one of the faculties. In 1995, Jan van Alsté as

the Business Director was succeeded by Iddo Bante, who in turn was

succeeded by Wilbert Pontenagel in 2001.

In addition to our efforts to enhance national and international cooperation,

we devoted considerable time and energy to bringing together local

strengths. Cooperation with Roessingh Research and Development, RRD, first

under Prof. Zilvold and later Prof. IJzerman, in the field of rehabilitation

technology enjoyed a major boost. Our joint efforts attracted funding for

rehabilitation research from ZON-MW. This enabled us to appoint a Professor

of Applied Rehabilitation Medicine in the person of Prof. Rietman, who is

now also the director of RRD. The partnership was further strengthened by

the appointment of Prof. Hermens to occupy the Niers Chair, while we made

grateful use of each other’s laboratories. It was partly due to its fruitful

collaboration with the BMTi that Roessingh was officially accredited with an

academic status by the Ministry of Health and Welfare. Our cooperation with

Roessingh also led to the expansion of our joint research into pain and pain

management.

Much effort was also devoted to establishing a cooperative alliance between

the BMTi and the Medisch Spectrum Twente (MST) hospital, and this effort

eventually bore fruit. We have conducted joint research projects in various

fields, including tissue engineering for blood vessels, clinical chemistry,

neurophysiology, cardiology (notably the use of stents) and magnetometry,

which enjoys a particularly long history of cooperation. As a direct result of

our partnership, several MST specialists have been invited to take up part-

time appointments at the university. They include Prof. Vermès (who

succeeded Prof. Van Aken), Prof Van Birgelen and Dr Van Putten.
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Our cooperation will become even closer in future, fuelled in part by the new

Technical Medicine programme, to which I shall return in a few moments.

I consider it extremely important that new specialists at the MST should be

appointed partly on the basis of the research skills, and that they are

allowed the time and resources to conduct research. One of the largest

regional hospitals in the Netherlands will then be able to achieve a special

status in terms of scientific research (helped of course by the University of

Twente), which is surely a requirement if it is to train the specialists of

tomorrow.

A few years ago, it was decided that greater financial support should be

given to multidisciplinary research at the University of Twente. The resulting

‘portfolio projects’ were subject to evaluation by external experts and the

BMTi has consistently achieved very high ratings. The objective was to

encourage multidisciplinary research at the university, and in this respect

the programme has been extremely successful. Research partnerships

between university-affiliated institutes have also been encouraged, resulting

in several joint projects. Many involve the BMTi and MESA+. It is essential to

the university’s future that further investments are made in research which

transcends the boundaries of the individual institutes.

Over the years, opportunities to collaborate with other academic groups in

the Netherlands, and more especially those in other countries, have been

eagerly seized. The BMTi has grown to become a truly international institute

which maintains close ties with leading academic organizations throughout

the world.

New research has been encouraged by the DPTE programme (with the

University of Twente as programme leader), and more recently the funding

approval of two ‘smart-mix’ programmes, Brain Gain and TeRM. Once again,

TeRM (Translational excellent in Regenerative Medicine) is to be led by

Twente. Another major programme dealing with the regeneration of cartilage

has recently been granted funding under the BMM programme, and this too

will be led by Twente.

Extremely recently, the University of Twente’s Executive Board has

announced a number of initiatives with a view to securing the university’s

long-term future. The ‘Route 14’ programme includes a number of topics to

which the university will devote special attention in the years ahead. One of

the key themes is ‘Health’. A review of the current status of this field was

recently completed by Prof. Maarten IJzerman. He concludes that 25% of the
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university’s chairs are involved in research into health, in one form or

another. This demonstrates that there are excellent opportunities for the

further encouragement of research which transcends the traditional

boundaries. This will involve not only cooperation between the BMTi and

technical institutes such as MESA+, CTIT and Impact, but also cooperation

between the BMTi and the institutes concerned with social and behavioural

sciences, IBR and IGS. The immediate priority is to ensure that the level of

research funding is in keeping with the long-term objectives.

Today, the BMTi is an institute with a staff of approximately 220. In order to

meet the demand for excellent PhD graduates in the field of Biomedical

Technology, and to strengthen our national and international position, it

seems essential that the number of core chairs be increased. This can be

achieved, at least in part, within the new BMTTM institute, in which the

current BMTi research activities and those of the new Technical Medicine

programme are to be brought together.

Alongside the institute’s research activities, the ‘valorization’ of the results

of that research enjoys considerable attention. This entails obtaining

patents, marketing those patents and setting up new ‘spin-off’ companies.

This is the domain of the Business Directors. Since the BMTi was founded,

it has spawned some twenty new and successful companies which between

them employ approximately two hundred people.

iBME

In 1992, we started to prepare for the establishment of the iBME research

school, which stands for Integrated Biomedical Engineering for the

restoration of human function. The first to join us were groups from the

University of Twente, TU Delft (under Prof. Stassen), the University of

Nijmegen (Prof. Van Oosterom) and Leiden University (Prof. De Groot).

The research school was duly accredited by the Netherlands Academy of

Arts and Sciences (KNAW). Later, research groups from the University of

Groningen (led by Prof. Busscher) and the University of Limburg (Prof. Koole)

joined the initiative.

The new school prompted a positive response from PhD students. At the

annual meetings, each researcher would give a poster presentation, and

many were given the opportunity to explain their work in more detail.

These meetings also laid the basis for close cooperation between the
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member groups, which once again led to many part-time professorship

appointments.

In 2007, the first national biomedical technology conference was organized

by our counterparts in Delft, under the leadership of Prof. Frans van der

Helm. This conference was a great success, not least because groups which

are not (yet) members of the iBME were able to take part.

The number of national meetings to discuss biomedical technology has

indeed increased greatly over the years. There is the two-day DPTE congress,

the meetings organized by the NBTE, those of the Macromolecules division

of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research, and soon the

meetings further to the BMM programme.

Partly with a view to ensuring that PhD researchers can use their time

efficiently and partly due to the growth of the BMTi, we have decided to hold

an annual BMTi symposium which will include presentations given by guest

speakers. It seems advisable to organize an additional biannual national

biomedical technology congress. This will enable PhD researchers to

familiarize themselves with new developments in those areas in which they

are not directly active.

I believe that it is extremely important to encourage the new generation of

students to adopt the same mentality that we have tried to engender in past

BMT graduates. By that, I mean a broad interest for the discipline in general,

with a more in-depth focus on one particular specialism.

The Biomedical Engineering (BME) programme

The Biomedical Engineering (BME) was introduced in early 2000. The concept

of graduation ‘majors’ had worked well, but it was becoming increasingly

apparent that there was a demand for a multidisciplinary BME programme.

This would bring together all the various basic technological disciplines

during the bachelor phase, while the master phase would offer greater

opportunity for specialization. Under the inspiring leadership of Dr Jan van

Alsté, the various chairs were able to compile just such a programme.

Its content has been subject to frequent discussion. I have always

championed allowing opportunity for a more in-depth study of one of the

technological or biological disciplines even in the bachelor phase, given that

graduates specializing in biomedical technology have been in particularly

high demand on the employment market. This opportunity has indeed been

created, as the final half-year of the bachelor’s course can now be used to
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familiarize oneself with one of the specialisms within the master’s

programme. In 2006, the new programme structure was evaluated by the

QANU, and was fully accredited by the NVAO in 2007. This has been a great

success for Jan van Alsté and the participating groups. The student intake

now numbers approximately sixty per year, and continues to grow.

The Technical Medicine (TM) programme

Our former rector and president of the executive board, Prof. Frans van

Vught, wanted Twente to be fully accredited as a School of Medicine in its

own right. He was told by ‘the powers that be’ in The Hague that this was

not possible, but that there was no reason why Twente should not introduce

a programme in Technical Medicine. This was an entirely new concept.

Those completing the six-year study would go on to work in hospitals as a

‘technical physician’, with a number of rights and responsibilities further to

the Medical Professions (Registration) Act, and would form part of the team

of doctors providing patient care. In addition, the private sector has also

shown great interest in recruiting Technical Medicine graduates.

The programme, led by Prof. Vooijs and Heleen Miedema, now attracts the

full quota of one hundred students per year, as allowed by the numerus

clausus system. The bachelor component of the programme was recently

reviewed by the NVAO and received a rating of ‘excellent’.

The content of this programme is based in part on the contention that

technology is coming to play an increasingly important role in patient

treatment. Traditional medical studies do not devote adequate attention to

this aspect. Students of Technical Medicine follow a curriculum which covers

both general medicine and, specifically, the technological aspects of patient

care, such as robotics, advanced diagnostic techniques (including imaging),

the stimulation and response of the nervous system, and regenerative

medicine.

The programme was devised in close cooperation with Radboud University

Nijmegen and includes a number of clinical internships and a research

project, which has to be undertaken in a hospital setting. The intention is

that all placements should be supervised by the medical staff of the hospital

concerned and members of the research groups within the new Institute for

Biomedical Technology and Technical Medicine.

The Technical Medicine Programme will certainly enhance cooperation in

terms of research conducted by various medical institutions. Given the
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extremely extensive educational programme of the chairs which are

involved in both the BME and TM programmes, as well as their own

monodisciplinary courses, it will be necessary to increase the current

staffing numbers and to coordinate several of the lectures which form part

of more than one programme.

BMTTM

In November this year, the BMTi’s research programme is to be expanded to

include a number of research activities in Technical Medicine. Over the past

few months, members of the BMTi have met with representatives of TM to

discuss how the two types of research can best be coordinated. These

discussions, organized by the Roland Berger Consultancy, have given rise to a

report which sets out a vision for a combined institute, which now goes by

the provisional name BMTTM. The main conclusion is that the research

activities of BMTi and TM should be brought together within a number of

themes. They are: 

Technology of regeneration

Technology of targeted therapeutics 

Technology of human sensing and actuation

Technology of imaging and diagnostics.

This translational applied research programme will nevertheless have a

strong basis of more fundamental research undertaken by the various

groups involved. To implement the programme effectively, it is essential that

a number of part-time professorships are awarded to people from medical

institutions, that the staffing of the research groups themselves is increased,

and that several new chairs in areas related to Biomedical Engineering and

Technical Medicine are established. The new institute is unique in its

concept and form, and will offer fantastic opportunities to build upon the

excellent position that Twente already enjoys in the field of (bio)medical

technology and technical medicine.

I would like to wish my successor and all members of the BMTTM every

success for the future.
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Research funding 
The system of research funding in the Netherlands has undergone some

drastic changes over the years. I can still remember a time in the early 1970s

when it was considered ‘inappropriate’ for a University of Technology to

conduct research alongside the private sector. At that time, all research was

financed by the university itself and by the Netherlands Organization for

Scientific Research, NWO.

However, we were among the first to contact private sector partners and

have since conducted many successful joint projects. Gradually, it dawned

upon the government that cooperation between universities and commercial

companies could lead to some very interesting and innovative results, and

that there was indeed ‘added value’ to be derived from such partnerships.

This was later confirmed by the establishment of the Technical Sciences

Foundation, STW, in 1981. Now, joint research was actually being

encouraged! 

There are now many more potential sources of research funding, particularly

those channelled by the European Union. For the past ten years, there has

also been the BSIK programme, under which the national government uses

the income from gasfields to promote promising research. The use of BSIK

funds to finance some very extensive multidisciplinary programmes has

enabled the Netherlands to maintain a reasonable position in fields such as

tissue engineering and nanotechnology, even though these areas attract far

greater funding in other countries.

In recent years, the NWO’s policy has focused largely on personal funding

which relies on programmes such as Veni, Vidi, Vici and TOP. This approach

has its advantages, in that it enables universities to retain promising young

researchers. On the other hand, the university system in the Netherlands is

not yet structured in such a way as to allow permanent positions to be

created for those researchers, as in the American ‘tenure’ system. If the

NWO is to pursue this policy, it should be accompanied by a well-defined

tenure-track system. This would also enable more small groups to be created

under the leadership of an ‘associate professor’ or a ‘full professor’, and

staffed by postdocs, technicians and PhD researchers.

Recently, universities learned of a change in the funding system announced

by the Minister of Education, Culture and Science, Mr Plasterk. Under the

minister’s proposal, one hundred million euros of the universities’ current

direct funding will be channelled through the NWO, which will see its own

budget substantially reduced. The universities must then compete for the
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available funds. This means that the flexibility that universities enjoy to set

up large, multidisciplinary programmes will be seriously eroded, an effect

exacerbated by the fact that the NWO seems to favour monodisciplinary

research. We must now wait and see what happens to the revenue from the

gasfields in the years ahead. Will the current strategy, designed to maintain

our competitive position by means of large multidisciplinary programmes be

maintained, or will it too be abandoned? 

In a few years, there will be no more income from the gasfields. What must

we do then? The USA, the countries of the Far East and several of our

European neighbours are already investing heavily in programmes in

biomedical technology, nanomedicine and nanotechnology. If we do not do

likewise, we shall lose the competitive position we have worked long and

hard to achieve.

I therefore call for the manner in which the NWO allocates resources to be

changed. Perhaps a combination of personal grants and strong support for

multidisciplinary programmes is the way ahead. In addition, the government

must take steps to ensure that we remain a ‘contender’ in the international

context. For the time being, this can be achieved by means of the BSIK

programme, but eventually a radical increase in the research budgets will be

required if the ‘spearhead’ programmes are to be continued.

Personal thanks 
There are various individuals and groups whom I cannot allow to go

unmentioned in this, my final lecture.

The PBM research group

I wish to begin by expressing my sincere gratitude to all members of my

research group, past and present, for their extremely expert and effective

contribution to education and research over many years. I consider it an

enormous privilege to have been able to work alongside you all. The success

which the group has undoubtedly enjoyed would not have been possible

without you, and I have always cherished our personal friendships.

I shall single out Piet Dijkstra, who worked not only on biodegradable

polymers but also on the social aspects and kept a close eye on the
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pursestrings, Gerard Engbers, who finally succumbed to the lure of the

private sector, Dirk Grijpma, always a champion of materials science, André

Poot, whose passion is endothelial cells and blood vessels, and Zhiyuan

Zhong, who made sure we could open those rings with new ‘cats’ and get

our DNA into the cell.

Wim Potman, an enthusiastic proponent of the “midwinter horn”, Hetty ten

Hoopen who helped us with the AFM and the finances, and not forgetting

Marc Ankoné and Anita Podt who keep us all on the right track. And then we

have Zlata Rekenji, John Kooiker and Joop Toevank, without whom the lab

just wouldn’t run at all.

I have greatly enjoyed our fruitful cooperation with Ton Beugeling, Hans van

den Berg, Reinoud Gaymans, Enrico Marani and, more recently, Martin

Bennink and Kees van der Werf. Reinoud, I have the greatest respect for your

research into engineering polymers.

No professor can function properly without the assistance of his secretary.

Mine have been Hetty Hammink, Trudy van Gils, Louise Rotman and Karin

Hendriks. I thank you all very much. A special word of thanks must go to

Karin Hendriks, who has been my right-hand ‘person’ for over eighteen

years, bringing order to the chaos. Karin – don’t forget the coffee at 8.15! 

I must also thank three former postdocs for their extremely valuable

contribution: Cees Hoes, Wolf van Heeswijk and Fred van der Gaag. Finally, in

this section at least, our education and research would not have been

possible without the efforts of our part-time professors, Pim van Aken and

Istvan Vermès. Many thanks for everything you have done on behalf of the

group and the university.

Now let me address some remarks to the PhD students here today. My staff

and I have always taken much pleasure in supervising your research. Thank

you for your sterling efforts. Unfortunately, time does not allow me to list all

your many achievements, but I have included your names and the titles of

your dissertations in the References of the printed version of this farewell

lecture.

I also like to thank all the exchange students of the ‘triangle’ for their

contributions.

I would like to say to all students that it was a real pleasure to embark upon

the learning adventure with you.
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The PBM department

Over the course of the years, the PBM department has encompassed a

number of research groups which later went on to become independent,

or are about to do so. I refer to the Rubber Technology group under Prof.

Jacques Noordermeer, which now forms part of the Faculty of CTW, the

Tissue Regeneration group under Prof. Clemens van Blitterswijk and Prof.

Klaas de Groot, the Molecular Cell Biology Group under Prof. Wiebe Kruijer,

and the Biomedical Chemistry group, ably led by Prof. Johan Engbersen.

I have greatly enjoyed working with you and I hope that we were able to

provide a good ‘temporary shelter’. Johan, I must thank you for your

contribution and for your extremely keen collaboration with Zhiyuan.

Clemens and Klaas, thank you too – not least for bringing your group to

Twente. I wish you all an extremely fruitful academic career and every

success in the future.

The Paradoks and Alembic student societies 

I would like to record my great admiration and appreciation for the Paradoks

and Alembic student societies and of course their respective committees.

CCBMT and BMTi

My dear colleagues,

I thank you all most sincerely for the trust and confidence you have placed

in me all these years. It really was a pleasure to work with you in building

the BMTi. The photograph below shows the current and former leaders of

the relevant research groups.

My work as chair of the CCBMT, and later as scientific director of the BMTi,

would have been impossible without the sterling support of the commercial

directors, Jan van Alsté, Iddo Bante and Wilbert Pontenagel. I have the

greatest admiration for your skills. Although we all differ greatly in terms of

character, I have always found it extremely easy to work with you in an

effective and, I hope, pleasurable manner. A special word of thanks must go

to Wilbert. He and I have developed many new initiatives together, such as

the portfolio projects, our new accommodation and the conferences in
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Noordwijk. Wilbert, you are unparalleled as a problem solver, but that goes

without saying for a chemist! 

Miranda Wiehink, Selma Kamphuis, Roy Kolkman, Lilian Spanjer, Marja

Woltjer and Louise Rotman: thank you all for your extremely efficient

support to the CCBMT and BMTi bureaux. I must also acknowledge a great

debt of gratitude to the BMTi executive board, Prof. Joost Ruitenberg, Dr Fred

Lindemans, Dr Franklin Schuling, Prof. Jos Put, and to the deans of the

various Twente faculties. Thank you all for excellent suggestions and

inspiring leadership.

The University of Twente Management Team 
It was a true privilege to have been a member of the University’s

Management Team for so many years. Fellow team members, deans and

scientific directors, we did not always see eye to eye – which can only be a

good thing! Nevertheless, we have always remained great friends and I thank

you all for your excellent cooperation.
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Executive Board 

I am also able to look back on excellent relationships with successive

Executive Boards. We have occasionally had to tackle some particularly

thorny issues, but happily the results have always been positive and

constructive. I would like to thank the members of the current, and hence

my last, Executive Board, Anne Flierman, Henk Zijm and Kees van Ast,

for your support and for the inspiring leadership you have given to the

university.

Colleagues at the Faculties of CT and TNW

I am proud to have worked alongside you in making the faculty what it is

today. Where else could you find such an enthusiastic team? Whenever a

new challenge presented itself, we were always able to respond quickly and

effectively.

Julius Vancso and Jacques Noordermeer: a man could not ask for better

neighbours. Thank you both for the many pleasant discussions.

Over the years, I have enjoyed considerable support from the deans, Jan

Schuijer, Paul Gellings, Wim van der Linden, Jos de Smit, Alfred Bliek,

Matthias Wessling and Gerard van der Steenhoven, and from the faculty

directors, Ab van der Veen, Rien van der Graaf, Pim Fij and Martin van Aken.

I have also greatly appreciated the efforts of Andries Groenink, Ferdinand

Damhuis and the entire financial department.

When I myself was dean, I enjoyed the sterling support of Prof. Leon Lefferts,

Prof. Detlef Lohse, Rien van de Graaf, the faculty bureau staff, Anneke

Kolhoop and Annelies Busscher-de Boer, and of course that of the members

of the various support services.

Members of the iBME Research School

I would like to thank you all for your efforts and cooperation.

I look back with great pride and much gratitude on our annual meetings, and

I am certain that the PhD students received good value for their money! B
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Members of DPTE

Thank you for your efforts. The mid-term assessment confirms that the

programme is going to be a huge success. My special thanks go to those

colleagues with whom I was privileged to prepare that programme: Carl

Figdor and Ruud Bank. I must also thank our colleagues from the DB, the

good people of the STW (Nico Boots and Ellen Feddes-de Haan) and of Zon-

MW (Romano Baardman, Hannah Dijkhuis en Stefan Ellenbroek) for their

extremely efficient support.

Roessingh Research and Development

Prof. Zilvold, Dear Gerrit,

I shall always remember our partnership with great fondness. We have

achieved much together and we greatly enjoyed doing so. Maarten IJzerman

and Hans Rietman, it was a great pleasure to work with you, too.

Colleagues

I would also like to thank a number of colleagues for their cooperation in

certain specific areas of our research programme.

First, Charles Wildevuur. Charles, thank you very much for your input in the

field of degradable materials and prostheses. Henk Busscher, thank you for

your expertise in material-related bacterial infections. Jaap Dankert is, sadly,

no longer with us. Jaap, you died far too young. Together, we started the

basic work on material-related infections.

Mark Hendriks, thank you for your longstanding help and cooperation,

through Medtronic, in the area of collagen and tissue valves. Marja van Luijn,

thank your for your input in polymer-induced tissue reactions. We shall

never forget Paulien. Rudy Koopman and René Broos of DOW: it was a joy

and delight to work with you on polyesteramides. Wim Hennink, thank you

for your efforts in the field of hydrogels and gene delivery. Tom Sam, thank

you for the twenty-year adventure in Noordwijk aan Zee. The conferences

were an overwhelming success.
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Overseas colleagues 

It has been a pleasure and a privilege to have been able to work with so

many colleagues abroad. There are far too many to list, but I would like to

mention Jorge Heller, Jim Anderson, Michel Vert, Henry Kopecek, Joe

Andrade, Yuhan Bae, Teruo Okano, Kazunori Kataoka, Yasuhisa Sakurai,

Etienne Schacht, and Allan Hoffman. You are all great guys and have become

members of my family. Thank you all! 

I shall always remember Bob Petersen and Joe Robinson, both of whom have

passed away.

Sung Wan Kim

Dear Sung Wan, we have worked together for such a long time and have

practically become brothers. We have stayed in each other’s homes, had

great fun in our joint projects, laughed and cried, and constantly made new

plans together. Thanks for your friendship and the great hospitality we have

enjoyed from Heekyung and yourself in Salt Lake City.

Hilda, Marlies, Roelof and Eva,

My dearest Hilda,

This presentation could easily have been titled, ‘At the end of a journey’. We

even discussed doing so only recently. I couldn’t possibly have followed my

life’s work – my ‘hobby’ – without your love and support. You have always

been there for me and the children, and you ably ‘held the fort’ at home

whenever I was away. I cannot thank you enough for everything you have

done to support my work. A great big kiss! 

And finally, my dear Marlies, Roelof and Eva: I am so incredibly proud of you! 

That is all.

Thank you for your attention and...

Farewell.
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